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Weight Watchers Make It in Minutes: Easy
Recipes in 15, 20 & 30 Minutes
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Sewing Clothes Kids Love
by Nancy Langdon

In my recent journey into exercise and the world of
weight loss, I have realized that healthy foods can
sometimes be a challenge to prepare quickly.
Working full time also increases that challenge.
Knowing that many others may be in my shoes, I
believe this book is not just good for me, but the
general population as well.

When my two older daughters were small, I used to
spend many enjoyable hours sewing and creating
homemade fashions for them. I was never satisfied
with just purchasing clothing straight off the store
racks. Being a young child is such a special time.
Therefore, his or her clothing should be special. I
think that this book will help any mom to get started
in the world of creating unique kids’ clothes.

Sherri Smith

Chris Rose

Get It Together for College: A Planner to Help
You Get Organized and Get In!
By The College Board
This planner will take students from searching for
colleges to a final checklist of what to pack for their
dorm. It provides calendars, checklists, worksheets,
and tips to help students navigate through the college
phase of their lives.

Voyager’s Grand Tour: To the Outer Planets and
Beyond
by Henry C. Dethloff and Ronald Schorn
For the past 33 years, I have been awed by the
discoveries made by the twin Voyager space probes.
The data provided by their flybys of Jupiter, Saturn,
Uranus, and Neptune (plus many moons orbiting
those worlds) have vastly enriched our knowledge of
our solar system. Voyager I is now the most distant
man-made object and will remain so, unless someday
overtaken by faster space vehicles. Both craft
continue to send back data on their way out of our
solar system.

